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goodness for the gossip that gets us through the day! Hey!

Have you heard? There's a rumor in St. Petersburg!

Have you heard what they're saying on the street?!

though the Tsar did not survive, one daughter may be still alive!

The
Princess Anastasia!

But please do not repeat! It's a

rumor, a legend, a mystery!

something whispered in an alleyway or

through a crack! It's a rumor that's part of our history!

They
say her royal Grand-ma-ma will pay a royal sum to someone who can bring the Princess back!

A rumble for this painting! It's
Gm C7sus C7 F C7 A7sus A7

SOLO:

Ro-manov, I swear! Count Yu-so-pov's pajamas! Com-rades, buy the pair! I

D7 Gm

ALL:

got this from the palace. It's lined with real fur. It could be worth a fortune if

A7(b5) N.C. Dm E7 Am

(Instr. solo... mf

*Bracketed measures are not played on original recording.
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Dm G7sus G13(9) C Bm7(5) E7 A7 Dm

Am Dm Am Dm Am F7 E7sus E7 A7

DIMITRI:

It's the rumor, the legend, the mystery! It's the Princess Anastasia who will
Am   E7/B   A/C4   Dm
help us fly! You and I, friend, will go down in his-to-ry! We'll

E7sus   A/E
find a girl to play the part and teach her what to say.
dress her up... and take her to "Pa-

Bm7   E7sus   E7   F7sus
rec!" Imagine the re-ward her dear old Grand-ma-ma will pay! Who

F7sus   D7/F#   Gm7   Gm/F
else could pull it off but you and me?! We'll be rich! We'll be rich!

out! And St. Petersburg will have some more to talk about!

Ssssh! Have you heard? There's a rumor in St. Petersburg!
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A bit faster

Have you heard what they’re saying on the street?! Hey!

Hey!

Hey!

Have you heard? There’s a rumor in St. Petersburg! Have you heard? Comrades,
D7  G7  Fm  Cm  Dm7(5)  G7  Cm  G7/D  C7/E

DIMITRI:

what do you suppose?
A fascinating mystery! The biggest con in history!

N.C.            Fm  Cm  A♭/G♭  N.C.

ALL:

The Princess Anastasia!

D7(♭9) N.C.  D7/A N.C.  Dm7(5)/A♭  G7  N.C.  G7(♭5)  Cm

SOLO:

live or dead?  Who knows? Sshhh!
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